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Arrival 

I arrived in Milan on August 30, 2011 after spending 3 months travelling around Europe both on a 

Contiki Tour and Eurail Pass. I initially moved into a room in ‘Zumbini’ Hostel, near Romolo Metro - I 

had to book this accommodation to provide the Italian Embassy with proof of appropriate lodgings 

to gain my visa (I was able to gain my visa whilst studying in Manchester and approaching the Italian 

visa office there). Milan has several airports, all located far from Milan. Flying into Malpenza or 

Bergamo are best for easy public transport into Milan, especially Malpenza given the train arrives at 

Central Station (Centrale Stazione). From Centrale, you can take the Metro to nearly every corner of 

Milan (Metro runs approx 6am – midnight). A taxi from Centrale will be your best bet to get to your 

destination, but make sure you have the directions and a map printed (unless you can speak Italian). 

Housing 

As mentioned above, to gain my visa I booked a month’s accommodation in Zumbini Rooms, located 

in South Milan. It was a nice complex full of many international students, but it was a little too pricey 

to remain there for the length of my stay. I had contacted a few other Otago students before arriving 

in Milan and we decided to move in together once we had found an apartment. Finding an 

apartment proved to be very difficult, but we struck it lucky when we found a nice place in the heart 

of Naviglio Grande, a beautiful, lively area just south of the city centre. Four of us were paying 1000 

Euro per month for this one bedroom apartment, so it was fairly snug, but cost effective.  

Courses and Uni Life 

University arrival was easy, Bocconi have a fantastic international student staff team. There are a lot 

of exchange students and we were all easy to spot given that we dressed so different from the 

Italian students, so whenever I got lost I’d always find someone to talk to or ask for directions. The 

online system was relatively easy to understand and operate, although google translate was needed 

for assorted admin requirements.  

The biggest issue Bocconi threw at us was sorting our Permit of Stay requirements. Italian visitors 

must obtain a Permit of Stay along with an Italian visa. This was Italian bureaucracy at its’ finest; he 

process was arduous, costly and infuriating (essentially the govt charges you approx 100 Euro for a 

card identical to your visa). Bocconi were great though, they helped everyone through the difficult 

process wonderfully! 

I took 5 courses at Bocconi. Bocconi tend to change their courses regularly, so you may find (like I did) 

that nothing you selected on your learning agreement was actually available to study. I changed my 

papers to 5 which matched my course as best as I could. The papers were great, very interesting, 

especially management in the music business and management of a fashion company. Introduction 

to Social Media was also a very relative and interesting course. My courses were both externally and 



internally examined and there are great options to be a ‘attending’ or ‘not attending’ student, where 

attending obviously means attending lectures and completing internal assignments, whereas not 

attending examines only the textbook in an 100% external exam (very good for travel during the 

semester, but also very stressful come exam time). 

I am now back for my last semester at Otago and cross crediting from Bocconi is not proving to be 

much of a hassle. 

Travel Tips 

Not only is greater Europe is at your fingertips, but beautiful Italian towns and cities are scattered all 

around Milan. Lake Como and Bellagio are stunning spots north of Milan. Verona and Bergamo are 

also wonderful places only 1 hour away by train. Earlier on Contiki we went to Pisa, Florence, Rome, 

Bologna and Venice, so make sure you check these cities out as well because they are all so amazing, 

ancient and beautiful.  

Milan proved to be an expensive exercise due to the high price of accommodation and general living 

expenses. Being at the centre of Europe is amazing for great travel, but this too is expensive. I spent 

approximately 6000 Euro during my entire 5 months in Milan. This includes my travel around Europe 

and was a reasonably tight budget. 

Overall 

Milan certainly changed my life. I gained an independence from living and studying here. I feel 

refreshed upon returning to Otago and ready to move on and tackle the job market following the 

completion of my PGDip. Exchange has given me a great taste for travel and adventure that will 

influence all of my future decisions. I believe every university student should do an exchange – it 

really is life changing. 

 


